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August 23, 2022

I am sending an amendment to amend the prior application to request confidentiality under 2505(a)(4). These documents are substantially similar to documents previously designated as confidential on December 21, 2016, and that the circumstances regarding confidentiality have remained unchanged since the prior applications we filed. The docket is TN244007 and corrects the following.

1. Updates for the 2022 code for the NRCA-MCH-04 Form and the MRCA-MCH-05 Form and are substantially similar to the documents submitted and approved on December 21, 2016. They include the following:

   NRCA-MCH-04A Technician Training
   NRCA-MCH-04A Examiner Evaluation
   NRCA-MCH-04A Technician Performance
   NRCA-MCH-04A Post Training Exam
   NRCA-MCH-04A Syllabus

   NRCA-MCH-05A Technician Training
   NRCA-MCH-05A Examiner Evaluation
   NRCA-MCH-05A Technician Performance
   NRCA-MCH-05A Post Training Exam
   NRCA-MCH-05A Syllabus

2. The number of pages that was published on the ‘Application For Confidential Designation’ was 744. That number is incorrect. The number of pages that was previously sent was 211. With the addition of the 04 and 05 forms, there will be an additional number of pages of 82, which will bring the total for all the documents to 293.

3. New documents for the 2022 code that are substantially similar to the 2016 documents, which includes the NRCA-MCH-20 a, b, c, d – H, the NRCA-MCH-21H, the NRCA-MCH-22A and the NRCA-MCH-23A Forms as shown below.

   NRCA-MCH-20 a, b, c, d – H Technician Training
   NRCA-MCH-20 a, b, c, d – H Examiner Evaluation
   NRCA-MCH-20 a, b, c, d – H Technician Performance
   NRCA-MCH-20 a, b, c, d – H Post Training Exam
   NRCA-MCH-20 a, b, c, d – H Syllabus
NRCA-MCH-21H Technician Training  
NRCA-MCH-21H Examiner Evaluation  
NRCA-MCH-21H Technician Performance  
NRCA-MCH-21H Post Training Exam  
NRCA-MCH-21H Syllabus  

NRCA-MCH-22A Technician Training  
NRCA-MCH-22A Examiner Evaluation  
NRCA-MCH-22A Technician Performance  
NRCA-MCH-22A Post Training Exam  
NRCA-MCH-22A Syllabus  

NRCA-MCH-23A Technician Training  
NRCA-MCH-23A Examiner Evaluation  
NRCA-MCH-23A Technician Performance  
NRCA-MCH-23A Post Training Exam  
NRCA-MCH-23A Syllabus  

ATE Training  

ATE Exam  

I am stating and affirming these facts under penalty of perjury.  

Arthur T. Miller     August 23, 2022